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I. DESCRIPTION OF MAIN PROGRAM
 
A. Program Name 
The name of the main program is TRIPOT, meaning a potential prob­
lem solved by a non-uniform triangular mesh. 
B. Functions of TRIPOT 
1. Generation of a Non-Uniform Triangular Mesh 
The non-uniform triangular mesh is generated on computer by 
the Winslow method (Ref. 1). The essence of the method is to use a trans­
form to a logical plane, , il which is related to the physical plane x, y by 
i+2 e =0, Ln+ 8 1=0z ExzEx ay? a yz (la, b) 
and by interchanging dependent and independent variables 
ax + x + Yxg 0 (Za) 
ay1 1 + N'q + Tytg = 0 (2b) 
where 
a = xZ+ y (3a) 
P = x ]x + Y-qy (3b) 
x z= + yZ (3c) 
On the logical plane g, 71; the domain is composed of equilateral triangles only. 
Equations (Za, b) are solved by specifying boundary values of 
x, y on the selected logical domain g, -q. For fuel sloshing in an axisymmet­
ric tank we chose a simple parallelogram as our logical domain (Fig. 3, 
Appendix II). * The interface of arc length s1 is located on i = 1, j = 1 to N. 
The centerline of length sz is between the interface and the tank bottom. 
The wall is divided into two parts; the "bottom" of arc length s 3 and the 
"side"l of arc length s 4 . For cylindrical tanks, the side and bottom are dis­
tinct; hence it will be used as such and not be redefined, and then sZ and s4 
are divided into M parts, while s 3 is divided into N parts as s1 . For a tank 
such as a spherical tank, the wall is arbitrarily divided into s3 and s4 
approximately in the ratio s, to sZ . Parts of approximately equal length can 
be specified. For fuel sloshing, especially with a "folding" interface, more 
accuracy near the contact point and the folding part may be desirable (as the 
machine time and the storage locations increase rapidly with number of 
points on the interface and the side wall). Then one may use a coarser net 
near the center on the interface and away from the contact point on the side 
wall, while sZ and s3 are divided in parallel with s4 and Sl, respectively. 
One may also use a finer net near the junction of s3 and s4. In general, it 
is preferable to generate nearly equilateral triangles and to avoid obtuse 
triangles (not necessarily eliminated in the Winslow method). For a folding 
interface, relatively high accuracy of the interface points is needed, and can 
be fed in from outputs of the interface program, SSHAPE, meaning surface 
*All figures in the theory are given in Appendix II. 
3 
shape (see Appendix I). For example, one may use N = 17 in SSHAPE (there 
are 16 intervals but take 5 double intervals near the center and 6 single 
intervals elsewhere), thenin TRIPOT use N = iZ (there are 11 intervals). 
Likewise, a net of N = Z4 may be obtained with piecewise uniform spacing. 
With boundary values of x, y specified, the interior net points 
are first solved by a "linearized" approximation (Ref. 1), namely 
Oc + - 0 (4a, b) 
) =0, 8 z ­112aEgz 
Then the technique of combined underrelaxation of coefficients and overrelax­
ation of dependent variables is used to solve Eq. (2a, b) starting with solu­
tions of Eq. (4a, b). For Eq. (4a, b), aninitialrelaxation factor of WA = 1. 8 
is used. For Eqs. (Za, b), an initial overrelaxation factor of WB = 1. 0 is 
used. The overrelaxation factors are improved as given in reference 1. 
For example, 
n + I ,i1/ 
n = ETAX F j 1 21 
11Winslo )2](5ij j 
kWinslow = ELX = n ,i I 
Winslow 
WX+ ETAX - 1 (6)t 
WX * JETAX 
tWX is the overrelaxation factor. 
4 
(Wo'pt)Winslow =WAX= 	 rI I ( z)Iz/Z - oO 
W1 + (1 Winslow 
2 -W; W0=0.01 (7) 
1 + 
(n + 1)Winslow = WX = [pO pt + (I - njWinslow 
= RHO * WAX + (I - RHO) WX; RHO = 0.05 (8) 
It is noted that if ETAX > 1, use WAX = WX (previous) instead of Eq. (7). 
Let 
XTEMF EClxik 1,j + CZx1 _ lj - l+C3x, _ 
C4x+1,j + C54+1, + I + C64(9) 
6 
SUMC= ck (10) 
k=l 
RX = -XTEMP * 	WX (11) 
then 
.
n 1xi'j = ijn - RX 	 (12) 
It is noted that in the present problem, we use a simple parallogram in the 
logical plane (Fig. 3, Appendix II). Two examples of constructed nets in a 
physical plane are shown in Figures 4a and 4b, Appendix II. 
Z. Sequence of Calculations 
The 	theory using auxiliary characteristic functions j s given 
-y-8-4n"F "Eq3=0 on W and Vq = 0 in VL . =in Appendix II. They satisfy = ~ nF, =0 onWnV 0i t 
5 
%j isIn our program, found by the influence coefficient method. The influence 
coefficients are Fjk and, therefore, one has 
LJ = Fjk a2 = XFjklJk on F (13) 
or 
([F] [1] 0 onF (14) 
which is a standard eigenvalue problem; the kth eigenvector being qk' and the 
corresponding "k are printed as eigenvalues. The kth column of Fjk is con­
structed with a unit kth element of En and zero normal derivative elsewhere. 
EOn 
The value of k varies from 2 to N while 4(1, 1) = 0 and 84(11 1) = 0, at the 
On 
center of F. 4s is governed by 
V4 = 0 (15) 
A finite difference formula of Eq. (15) on the triangular mesh was given in 
reference 1. Let 
Aij= the area of ijth dodecagon inside the fluid domain 
ri= radius of the ijth point 
1 
wk 71 (Xkk cot 0 k + Xk - k 1l cotO, k = 1 to 6 




" 3k ij k rk+ 1 ) 
0 k , kcan be expressed in terms of tk, uk, tk - 1, uk - I and s k . 
6 
For an interior point (i, j), 
6 
E wk(4 k -)- Aij j=O0 m 1 (16) 
with 
For an interface point (1, j), 
k I 
2 s 6
- r l j 0 (17) 
with 
k6 =1 k2== ', k3 = k4 5 = 1, i 
For ijth point on the tank wall, 
6 
Z wk(Jk 4)i 
k=1 i 





= k4 = k5 = 0 and k = X Z = 
i.e., i= M, j = 1 to N 
5 = 6 = 0 and ki = kz = 
j =N, i = 1 to M 
= kZ = 1 and k3 = X4 = X5 = 




= 1 on bottom wall, 
= 1 on side wall, i.e., 
= 0 at corner point, 
7 
On centerline, 
= 0 for m = 1 (19) 
At contact point, i = 1, j = N 
66 wk( k - -J) AiJc+ 1 -s 3 )rij0 (20) 
with 
X3 = 1 and X4 = k I = X2 = X5 = k 6 = 0 
Equations (16) to (20) are solved by the overrelaxation method through use 
of subroutine SOREL (1), which contains the same procedure and factors as 
those used in solving for x [ see Eqs. (8), (1Z)]. 
After the influence coefficient matrix is determined, Eq. (14) 
determines the eigenvalues and eigenvectors (the auxiliary characteristic 
functions j on the interface). The values of 4ij on the wall are obtained by 
the S. 0. R. method through subroutine SOREL (2). 
Then subroutine SOREL (1) is again used to solve the boundary 
value problem of a capped fluid (rigid interface) under pitching oscillation 
and subsequently the corresponding moment of inertia. 
Next, the normal modes are determined by an expansion of 
auxiliary characteristic functions (using Nev numberst out of the N number 
tIt is probably more accurate not to use the last few auxiliary eigenfunctions 
which contain larger errors. 
8 
3 
of 4ds). A matrix eigenvalue problem results as given in Appendix II. The 
computer program thus calculates various integrals entering the matrix 
equation. An eigenvalue subroutine yields the coefficients in series expan­
sion of the normal modes (eigenvectors) and the corresponding frequency 
(eigenvalue). 
Once the coefficients in the series expansion of the normal 
modes are determined, integrals containing these functions (Appendix II) can 
be evaluated to determine the parameters of the spring-mass mechanical 
model. This completes the main steps of the present program. 
9 
I. EXAMPLES 
Results of numerical examples are given in Appendix III. 
It is noted that for a spherical tank with a "folding" interface, the 
result is sensitive to the inputs, especially the interface points; piecewise 
uniform spacings of the interface points were used. With a 12 X 12 mesh, 
it takes about two minutes CDC 6600 time in the main program, TRIPOT. 
With 23 X 34 mesh, it would take about twenty minutes. 
10 
III. CONCLUSIONS 
The program seems to yield reasonably good results in the examples 
calculated with as few as 1Z interface points. However, in some cases, it 
is sensitive to inputs which should be reasonably accurate. Applications to 
other cases remain to be examined. 






TRIPOT is a program that computes the sloshing parameters for an 
axisymmetric tank. A finite-difference technique using a triangular mesh 
is used to solve the potential flow equations. The main restriction on the 
program is that the Bond number and the volume of contained liquid are both 
great enough so that the liquid covers the bottom of the tank. 
SSHAPE is a program used to compute the equilibrium free surface 
shape of the liquid. The output of SSHAPE is used as input for TRIPOT. 
B. 	 TRIPOT 
A triangular mesh is laid over the liquid by a method to be described. 
Figures 4a and 4b, in Appendix III, show typical meshes for a cylindrical 
and a spheroidal tank. 
Both the liquid interface and the tank shape are given as discrete x, y 
coordinates, x= 0, y = 0 being the point where the free surface intersects the tank 
centerline. Theinterface, arclengthsI, is broken up into Npoints. The center­
line, arclengthsZ, is brokenupinto Mpoints. The bottom, s 3 , and side wall, s4, 
are specified atNandMpoints, respectively. Fora spheroid, for example, in 
which there is no "bottom" or "side, ' the wall is arbitrarily dividedinto arc 
lengths s 3 and s4 such that s3 /s 4 is approximately equal to s 1 / sZ" 
For a "folded over" interface, additional accuracy can be obtained by 
using a non-uniform spacing of the N and M points. A coarse net is used 
on the interface, s,, near the centerline and on the part of the wall not close 
1z
 
to the contact point, s 4 . Then, sz and s 3 are divided similarly to sl and s4, 
respectively. For example, 16 intervals (N = 17) can be used in SSHAPE to 
calculate the free surface shape. Then, the s, y coordinates of the 1, 3, 5, 
7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 points can be used as input to TRIPOT with 
N = 12 (eleven intervals, 5 wide ones near the centerline and 6 narrow ones 
near the contact point). 
The interior grid points are generated by TRIPOT. In general, it is 
better to use near-equilateral triangles and avoid obtuse ones. Some trial­
and-error work may be necessary to insure this. 
Subprograms Used 
SOREL - Solution of a system of equations by successive 
over - relaxation 
SFIT - Curve fitting by a second degree polynomial 
EIGEN - Eigenvalues and vectors of a real symmetric or non­
symmetric matrix 
MATINV - Matrix inversion routine 
Tapes Used
 
TAPE 6 - Restart write tape
 




Less than 3Z, 000 case storage locations
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Input Formats Used 
Card No. Format 
1 (12A6) 












8 (5EI 5. 8)
 
9 (415, 5FI0. 0)
 
C. TRIPOT--Program Restart Procedure 
At seven different places in the program, results calculated thus far 
are saved on tape so that it is not necessary to calculate from the beginning 
in the event of catastrophic failure or insufficient alloted time. When using 
the restart feature it is necessary to interchange tape six with tape seven so 
that the tape which was written will become the tape being read. One method 
of effecting the interchange is by redefining LUN and KUN, whLch are the first 
two executable statements in the main program. During execution, the printed 
output will state the highest restart number which can be used. The input data 
card numbers to be used with each restart are given below. 















tSet of cards. 
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TABLE I. ISIPUT OF TRIPOT
 







Name Units Definition 
I ITITLE 72 columns of identification 
2 M Number of centerline points 
N Number of interface points 
ITA Maximum number of iterations 
IRS Restart number (initially zero) 
WA non-dim. Relaxation factor for linear 
approximations 
WB non-dim. Initial relaxation factor for 
nonlinear solution 
EPS non-dim. Convergence factor 
RLGTH length Reference length used for non­
dimensionalization, e. g. 
maximum tank radius 
BOND NB non-dim. Bond number 
3t X(I,J), Y(I, J) (xy)j=l,N length Coordinates for interfacet; 
j = 1 at tank center, increasing 
outward 
4t X(I,N), Y(I,N) (x, y)i=Z, M-I length Coordinates for wall; i = I at 
interface increasing downward 
5T X(M, J), Y(M, J) (x, y)j=l, N length Coordinates for centerline, j = 1 
at tank center, increasing outward 
6t X(I, 1), Y(I, 1) (x, y)i=Z, M-I length Coordinates for centerline, i = 1 
at interface increasing downward 
tSet of cards. 
tIt is recommended to use 5 digits (or more) obtained from output of interface 
program. Wall coordinates are not as critical. 
15 






Name Units Definition 
7 GFLC non-dim. = 0, compute r ; input dummy r 
= 1, input r from SSHAPE out­
put, or if interface is flat input 
r=o. 
GAMMA r non-dim. Contact point constant 
THETAC 6 c degrees Contact angle; must be greater 
than 20 
8 ZCG length Center of gravity of liquidt 
VOL length 
cube 
Volume of liquidi 
DEN mass/length 
cube 
Density of liquid 
RHOU mass/length 
cube 
Density of ullage fluid 
9 NEV Nev non-dim. Number of eigenvectors used 
tObtained as output from SSHAPE, 
16 
D. TRIPOT Input Example and General Instructions 
Example for a Spheroidal Tank and General Inputt Instructions are 
given below: 
1. TEST CASE xx, x Full, Bond number = x (see input description) 
2. a. M = 9 	 no. of side wall points, see 5 below 
b. 	 N = 1Z no. of interface points selected, see 4 below; 
usually greater than 10 
c. ITA = 200 	 suggested value; usually sufficient 
d. IRS = 0 	 always zero unless using restart procedure 
e. WA = 1.8 	 suggested value 
f. WB = 1.3 	 suggested value 
g. EPS = 1 x 10 - 6 	 suggested value 
h. RLGTH = 1. 0 	 (see input data description) 
i. Bond = 5 	 specified value 
3. X(l, J), Y(l, J) 	 selected interface points from output of SSHAPE 
4. 	 X(I, N), Y(I, N) side wall points selected after interface is
 
calculated; a plot of interface, tank wall and
 
center is desirable for selecting wall points.
 
Suggest division near contact point be nearly
 
an isocicle or form an acute triangular. It
 
is not necessary to have precisely equal arc
 
divisions. Usually, the meshes may be finer 
near the contact point. The points can be read 
off from curve (or calculated from analytic 
expression); accuracy is not as critical as the 
interface points. 
tTRIPOT input data descriptions 	are given in Table I. 
17 
5. 	 X(MJ), Y(M,J) bottom wall points; the ratio of bottom wall to 
side wall in arc length is approximately that of 
interface to wetted centerline (eye observation 
is usually sufficient). The divisions on the 
bottom are suggested to be approximately 
parallel to that on the interface. Points can 
usually be read off from curve plotted. 
6. 	 X(I, 1), Y(I , 1) wetted centerline points. The divisions on 
the centerline is suggested to be approximately 
parallel to that on the side wall. 




b. GAMMA = -16. 1Z 	 output CGAM from SSHAPE 
c. THETAC 50 	 specified contact angle (no less than 20) 
8. 	 a. ZCG = -. 01 output from SSHAPE; c. g. of liquid, negative
 
below center of interface
 
b. VOL = 1. 35 	 output from SSHAPE; liquid volume 
c. 	 DEN = 1. 0 if RHOU = 0, the density of the liquid DEN 
can be set to 1 without affecting result 
d. RHOU 0 	 density of ullage fluid usually neglected (zero) 
9. NEV = 7 	 number of eigenvectors used; for N > 11, 
Nev = 7 has been selected. For partial 
convergence test on a finer mesh Nev = 7 
can be retained and for the convergence 
test on Galerkin procedure, Nev may be 
increased. However, it may be advis­
able to use Nev < N-3 or smaller to avoid 
large inaccuracy in the higher auxiliary 
characteristic functions. 
E. TRIPOT Output 
TRIPOT--Program Printed Output 
1. Input Data - ITITLE, M, N, ITA, WA, WB, EPS, IRS 
2. (x, y) coordinates for linear approximations to the mesh 
18 
3. (x, y) coordinates for nonlinear solution to the mesh 
4. Input Data (compute option) - GAMMA 
5. Eigenvalues x. and eigenvectors 1m on F 
6. Input Data - BOND, -ZCG, VOL, DEN, RHOU 
7. Eigenvalues= 
-
g and eigenvectors k3k 
2 
8. SIF, IF/MFh0 
9. SIO, Io/MFhoz 
10. MK/MF 1 - nondimensional ith slosh mass, MK/M F 
11. ZK., kth slosh mass location, z k with i = k = 1,2... NEV 
iz. ZO, location of rigid mass, z 
19 
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APPENDIX I
 
A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR GENERATING THE INTERFACE
 
SHAPE AND ASSOCIATED QUANTITIES
 
1-2 
A. Governing (Mean) Interface Equation 
The interface differential equation is given byt 
+ (y)ZX-= ZYZ + 3(y')Z Y-!cot (6) [yZy" y 2y 
+L [n(y cos (0) - Y y2- E0 + (y,)]3/2 -1) 
Converting from second order to first order, 
let 
Yi = Y 
then 
Y, y 
7j = 7-I 
Y 1 (I-Z) 
or 
Kl =Y 
,zYZ + 3y2 Y?z + y cot (0) [y2+ Yz (1-3) 
+1 2 
+Lf1n[Yi COS (0) Y0l Y79} (3Tj + ) 
tHastings, L. J. and Rutherford, R., III, "Low Gravity Liquid-Vapor Inter­
face Shapes in Axisymmetric Containers and a Computer Solution, " NASA 
Technical Memorandum, NASA TM X-53790, October 7, 1968. In the equa­
tion to follow, yis the radial distance from the center of the top of the tank, 
6 is the angle counterclockwise from the tank centerline with origin at the 
center of the top. 
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The solution of the first order differential equations (I-Z) and (1-3) is 
obtained by using the Runge-Eutta-Gill fourth order method; the boundary 
of the tank is approximated by a polygon. In general, a new polygonal 
approximation is required below the interface according to the description 
aforementioned in the main text. 
B. 	 Program Notes 
In addition to the main program, the following subprograms were 
used: 
RKLDEQ - Runge-Kutta-Gill differential equation solver 
SFIT - curve fitting by a Znd degree polynomial. 
The input data description of program SSHAPE is given in Table H and the 
output of program SSHAPE is given in Table III, respectively. Some of the 
program symbols which were not given previously are defined in Table IV 
and an 	example keypunch form is given in Table V. 
C. 	 Input Instructions for SSHAPE 
The input for a spherical tank and general instructions are given 
below: 
I. 	 NP = 37 Total number of points specifying the tank
 
starting from center of bottom to center of
 
top; varies with each case
 
Z. YBX. 	 Horizontal and vertical coordinates of tank;
I 	 should be a close polygonal approximation to 




4. a. a. = 50 	 Contact angle specified 
b. KO 	 = 0 Usually zero 
1-4 
c. 	 YO = 1. 0 Initial guess at distance between center of 
interface and center of tank top 
d. BN = 5 	 Bond number specified 
e. BETAD = 5/8 = . 625 	 Empty fraction specified 
f. DKO = 0.2 	 Suggested 
g. DBC = . 005 	 Convergent criterion 
h. DYO = . 05 	 Suggested 
5. a. THETA = 0 	 Usually zero 
b. DTHETA = .05 	 Suggested 
c. RLGTH 1 	 (See input data description) 
6. a. N = 2 	 Always 
b. 	 IBOPT = 1 Unity if calculating empty fraction (see 
input data description) 
7. 	 a. NN(1) = 17 (Only 12 of these 17 were selected for 
input in TRIPOT) 
b. NN(2) = 33 	 For a finer mesh if desired 
D. 	 Listing and Sample Input 











Name Units Definition 
1 NP No. of points on container boundary 
2 YBX length x-coordinate container boundary, 
positive outward from top center, 
i = 1 at bottom center 
3 YBZ I length z-coordinate container boundary, 
positive downward from top center, 
i = 1 at bottom center 
4 ALPHA a degrees Desired contact angle, 
be greater than Z' 
6 c I must 
KO K non-dim. Assumed initial guess of parameter 
related to curvature ko at inter­
face center point, i. e. koy o . 
Usually zero can be used. 
YO yO length Estimated distance from center of 
tank top to interface centerpoint 
BN B n non-dim. Bond number, NBe 
BETAD PD non-dim. Desired empty fraction 
DKO AK o non-dim. Increment for 
is 0.2. 
K o , a typical value 
DBC EPD non-dim. Convergence criterion for 
(A typical value is 0. 005) 
D" 
DYO Ay 0 non-dim. Increment for 
value is 0.05 
yo 
R 0 ). 
. (A typical 
5 THETA e degrees Initial angle measured from vertical 











Name Units Definition 
DTHETA Ae degrees Increment for 
value is . 05) 
E. (A typical 
RLGTH R o length 	 Characteristic container dimension 
6 N n 	 No. of equations 
IBOPT 	 Option for calculation of empty 
fraction P . If = 0, suppress 
calculationt; if = 0, calculate 
7 NN(1) Two choices of no. of interface 
points of equal intervals of which 
NN(Z) the locations are desired. 
tIn case yo is known from either another theory or experiments, one may proceed 
the calculation with a dummy mass fraction. In theoretical predictions, usually desired 
empty fraction is given, then we must use IBOPT = 1 to calculate P for each assumed 
Yo in the program, while the input yo is an approximate guess. 
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TABLE IIl. OUTPUT OF PROGRAM SSHAPE 
Printed Output 
1. 	 Input data ALPHA, KO, YO, BN, THETA, Y(l), Y(2) 
2. 	 THETA, XOR, ZOR, y(1), y(Z) 
3. 	 GAMMA, PHI, ALPHA, YO, KO 
4. 	 Extrapolated YO (non-dimensional) 
5. 	 VUI, VU2, VU, VL, VT 
6. 	 BETA 
7. 	 G, RS, S, XR, XY 




d29. 	 KZB, ZRRZ (wall curvature nB and Z on wall at the contact point) 
10. CGAM (r ) 
11. Dimensional YO 
12. XRB, XYB 
13. ZCGT, BZCGU, ZCG 
FORTRAN Variable 
Symbol Name Units Description 





G. 	 G length Sum of curvatures squared, i = 1 
I square at interface center point 
RS R length dR/dS, i = 1 at interface center 
1 Spoint 
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TABLE III. OUTPUT OF PROGRAM SSHAPE (Cont'd) 
FORTRAN Variable 
Symbol Name Units Description 
CGAM r non-dim. 	 Contact point constant 
XR XR length 	 Horizontal distance from container 
vertical axis to liquid-vapor inter­
face with origin at interface center 
point 
XY XY length 	 Vertical distance from x-axis to 
liquid vapor interface with origin 
at interface center point 
XRB XRB length 	 x-coordinates of container boundary 
with origin at interface center point 
XYB XYB length 	 y-coordinate of container boundary 
with origin at interface center point 
ZCCT Z length 	 Container c. g. 
BZCGU PZcGU length 	 Mass fraction times distance of 
ullage c. g. upward from interface 
center point 
ZCG Z length 	 Distance of liquid c. g. upward 
Cci 	 positive from interface center 
point 
1-9 
TABLE IV. DEFINITION OF TERMS IN SSHAPE
 
Some of the program symbols which were not defined previously.
 
FORTRAN Variable 
Symbol Name Units Definition 
XOR X/R 0 non-dim. Horizontal distance from 
con­
taner vertical axis to interface 
point 
ZOR Z/R non-dim. Vertical distance (downward 
o positive) from x-axis to interface 
point, origin at top center. 
Y(l) y non-dim. Radial distance from top center 
to interface point 
Y(Z) y non-dim. First derivative of y with 
respect to 6 
GAMMA "y degrees Angle measured from vertical 
and tangent to y(6) at contact 
point 
PHI degrees Angle measured from vertical 
and tangent to y (G) at con­
tact point B 
VUI length Vapor volume to point of contact 
cube 
VU2 length Vapor volume from point of con­
cube tact to boundary 
VU length Vapor volume 
cube 
VL length Liquid volume 
cube 










- - - -- - - - -
- - - - -
- -- 
- - -
-- - -- - ---- - ---
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A THEORYI FOR LOW-GRAVITY FUEL SLOSHING IN AN
 




tThis theory and main results have already been published as ASME 
paper 70-APM-EEE to appear in the Journal of Applied Mechanics and con­
tains major extensions and modifications of Technical Report No. 8. It is 




Tlf]ndbhavoron~qnece of uel ohmgIn

TieRs behavior and consequence, of fuel sloshing i 
rockets tnder a high effective gravity were recognired problems 
which have been quite nell understood [1-31 1 The pioblem of 
Iow-giavfty fuel sloshing, characterized by the significant role of 
interfacial tension, is now a subject of importance for appliation 
to coasting rockets or orbital stations 
The equilibrium behavior of fluids at zero and/or low giavit 
has been studied in references 14-7] The theoietical determina-
tion of s equilibrium interface shape isnonhneal and iequires a 
trial and eriol proceduie for a given contact angle [5, 6] 
Satterlee and Reynolds [81 have successfully solved the free 
sloshing ptoblem in cyhndlical containers undei low gravity and 
foimulated a variational principle for this puipose Yeh [91, 
using a simlai approach, solved the fiee and folced loshing 
problem undel low-gravity conditions, without force and moment 
or aii equivalent mechanical model Dodge and Gara IO, III 
peiformed force measurements undei simulated low-giavity con-
ditions and predicted forces and moment for circular cyldllical 
tanks undes lateral (translational) motion The equivalent 
spring-mass model was givea in [10] Additional ork by 
Dodge and Gaiza for other special tanks aas given in 112, 131 A 
finite-difference approach with application to a hemispherically 
bottomed cylindrical tank and spheroidal tanks was given by 
Coneus,Crane, and Satterlee in [14, 151 
These investigations indicate a need of a proginam for a general 
axsymmetric tank A preliminary study on liquid sloshing in 






Fig 1 Some Nomenclaturis 
limited to tanlational oscillation, It is the object of the 
pie-eat papei to piesent a semioumerial approach for an arbi­
traiy axisymmetiic tank with simplified folce arid moment cal-
tulationms and the ieultant mechanical model foa both pitching 
,and tianlational oscillations A general computer program 
utilizing Winislow method 117] aill be completed to obtain slosh-
itg fiequenotes, slosh mass ,and mns,-height, fo xthr(h a brief 
description is given in Appendix A 
Numbers in brackets designante References at end of paper 
Contributed by the Applied Mechanics Diision for publication 
(without presentation) in the JoURNAL OF APPLIED IECH&XICS 
11-a 
Governing Equations 
fixed velocity potenutiall 0 satr~fyig the Laplace equation inhot ItAt4sumng inotational incompresOible flin, tbeic is a bpate­
space-fixed and tank-fived oal dinates 
V.o 	= 0,V'0 = 0,
 
1 1- 1± i
 
V.. + - + - V 2 = + + 
a 	 bxiT, j , 
As in thiii airfoil theory, the velocity potential can be obtained
 
by imposing boundary conditions on the initial or mean position,
 
but the hydrostat pressine due to gravity po staes components
 
along both the tank axis z and the lateind axis x, Fig 1, for pitch­
ing oscillations The lainen/ed Bernoulli's: equation state
 
134' 







. + P. T,3P+ pug(z - xoo) 




The linearived initeface kinematic condition states that
 
) , 1 on (4)4
 
lit 13,.n 
The intei faie d3 iin.ic condition states that 
-p-+ p, = UK = o+o9K' onF, (5) 
For the "mean" interface location f (in general, pi = pis ± pi',
 
in0 , p i' being eonstaints),
 
0 0°) 
--a + (p - pj)gf - (pi - pa = 0 on F (6) 





K 3 , 	 Zf + Or6Yb'f 133r\ 
r r & I (+ f\ r bs i i' 1s3, (f) 
I Equalton (6) holds for r = 0, thus 
pis - p° = -2 
iThehlieni/ed interface dynamic condition is then 
14 bi 
'- ) - o' + -. + (p - p.)gh 
- (p - p.)gxO, = 0 (7)' 
3For example, 01/0x gives Nelociti, ioiipoent inx-directoi iith
 
respect to pate-fi'ed ioordm ites
 
' Ch. W H, "Free Surface Condition for Sloshing Resulting
 




4 A vertical interface description was used but is oiit successful
 
%lien (dF/dR)-l does not vanish on the interface
 
' For simusodal oscillations and m = 1, h = 0, 0 = 5.= 0, x = 0,
 
and x' = 0 at point I, thus rI' - PI' = 0 For other in values,
 




whee the petuilbation curvatuxe fol cos (vil) vat atioo is to the It is noted that, fol lateral oscillatios, i = 1, solutions are pto­
first order portional to cos 0 
The boundary condition on the wall is that the relative normal 6ch 1 br 01 1 b1h 
K' - + ---- + -b- zb s is r7 SO	 velocity be /ae, x e, with co, (n, x) and cos (n, z) -, 
+-[( I +t( (7.)' 	 = Z"(8) 
it, being unity fox lateial excitation of a iigid tank At point 1, 
the olgm, h = 0, 0 = 0,1. = 0, and thus pi = pul Fot most and
 
analybes, p =0 wals asumed We shall assume the impulsive = - Z) 

pressure in the tillage is negligible, i e, ob = 0 Then, foi ilt- 0, L) (9)
 
soidal oscillations with h, q plopmional to cos (wt) and sin (oI), b
 
xespectively, equations (7), (7a), and (4) yieldi eis (,for translational and pitching oscillatins, respectively 
b a il + SR In addition, there is an interface contact Point ndition which 
R {1 ( b,, Re } H takes, the form [8, 9, and 15] 
O W 0 on 'The instantaneous interface can be descibed by the position vec­+ n + = (h)7 c T 
torrio = CR- HF Icos 6 + [R - HF sxno + [F +HR.]&, R, = 
1pF~ i ? 6I DF 6'R\2 F,. dR/c/s The curvatures can then be derived from the 
where 5N 38 
5F 	 dR/di, 
+ 	 fundamental magunitudes (181l neglecting higher-order terms The 
G Ts os s w linearized total curvature is gven byithis equartion, nhlch we, first 
derived in [151 by a cliferent procedure 
1 FRI F1 Fosnuidnl oscillations, without loss Of generality. s, Oxy,0 
1 +) F., ' (7c) are assumed to be proportional to sin (ct)while h is proportion x1to 
Nomenclature­
a = ieference length, ,ay, mayl- p, = equilibiiuni ullage pie sine %t D, = amplitude of nondimensional 
origi-a constant potential 0,/wa2mum radius of tank 
Ill = rdO I= I/a, nondimensional dlus cD = see equation (15) 
1, 0, z = tank ixed ylindrical eoordi- 4)0 = amplitude of nondimensionaldA = d.1/a' (a scale) 

potential 4°/wa2
dS = 3-D surface elemeit, e g, nates 
rdOds s = are length nondxmensxonalied 0 = velocity potential 
Ok velocity potential of the kth
,IS = dS/a, nondxmensional si- by a = 
face element (a scalar) s = ate length (a scalar) natural mode 
F = equnbinin (mean) inteifale t = time 0' = additional velocity potential 
volume of liquid divided b%a= due to interface movement= 
', = ititantaneous iteifate V = liquid volume = velocity potential of liquid 
defined by I" = wall vetted by liquid with a frozen intes face 
off/a 	 V 
F, = hnoiontal foice 
equation (19) W, = iitantaneous wetted wall he- = velocity potential of auxflaia 
= )IF/dR),sdope of F in the low instantaneousa uxteaface, eigenfunetioxis 
F, 4', = 3th auxiliary charactelStitgenesatrix plane 

J-,= x-component of fet e on tank o = tanslatiunal amplitude in x- function
 
f = equilihbiUm (mean) inteiface dieetin 
 .Q = pasco/-, product of Bond 
elevation messxited along ., a, = space-fixed retaiignlai cool- number, pa~g/a, and fie­
vet tical axi, dixates quency parametei w~a/g 
g = glavitational acelesation ' = -ya, nondilmensimonal contact quency p e cdl fiequency of oscillationpoint constantH = amplitude of h/a, nondimen-
us = kth natural flequenc3y = hysteresis coefficient 0t con-sional slosh height 

= inteface peItuilbatioi niimal 
 tact point constanit
It 
= denisity diffeiice, p - P, Subscripts
 to equilhbiinns interface Ap ) ( ) at vexte, of equilnbiumS" = i.ronecker deltah. = iefeienue length, say, deplh 
S, cis (n, a),o Oz /i intexface (0igul)of liquid at eente of tank e, = sign of n 
= ) at contact point in genet-
I1 = 1 gid mas, and moment of i,- 6, = amplitude of pitching about 
)ii (
M, atlix planeY-ts'rertia of mechanial model )c 	 = ( ) related to center of grav­
= mean (nwvatuteV =liquid massa 
II = pitching munIent about -a' k' = perturbatlili f mieani (inva- ity
 
th
= oe 	 hu ( )s = effective value of 
ni = hln ~ 	 X,= 3th eigenvalue(i = I) ) = ( )onFslosh 
NR = Bond unimhe, pacg/oa X., = 3th eigenvalue cOliesponds to ),, = ( ) associated with cos (nuo) 
n = outei nnimal ith cncumfexlentmal mode mode 
no = n/a, nondimen.moal noinal p = liquid delyllv 	 ), = ) related to pitching 
= 	 fvapoi ( )I = ) related to translationdistame p. denoty of tillage fluid 
p = pressnue 0o gas y ) = )onl V 
I ), ( ) related to ullageIn = equilibrium liquid pie,uxe at a = suface tenion 
orxgni-a contit 4 = amplitude of nondlmensional ( ) ) ]ust below interface ( )u ) ]ust above inteifacevelocity potential, 0/oap. = tillage pressute 
11-4 
bh bHyh ori at point (10) 
ho MI= (1) 
where 7 may be a frequency-dependent constant Howevei, if 
the contact angle remains constant, n a can show that (see Appen-
dex C) 
j',=L++t)/~ i- ( lt~~ 
(10a)' 
r = ya (10b) 
whee 
dzdZ 4!d z dpzdz- P~fd4f, zonV,f onF 
Method of Solution 
We shall decompose 4q into two parts, 4,' and 40 40 is the 
velocity potential coriespondlng to a liquid contained by a rigid 
mean inteiface and the tank walls Therefore, it satisfies the 
Laplace equation and the nonhomogeneous boundary condition 
on the contour, equation (8) for translation and equation (9) for pitching on F, and IV, It is noted that 
c= (11) 
while 4, can be constructed numerically 
4' is the perturbed velocity potential due to sloshing which is 
governed by the Laplace equation, the zero normal velocity con­
dition at the wall and the resultant interface condition The 
fiSt two are satisfied by expansion in normal modes and the last 
by equations (15) and (16) In this paper, the normal modes are 
determined by expansion into a set of auxiliary characteristic 
functionsl i,, which is orthogonal on the curved interface, and 
satisfies the Laplace equation and the zero normal velocity wall 
condition u The inteiface condition governing normal modes Is 
second order [see equation (7b)] subject to zero H at center and 
the contact point condition, equation (10a) at wall The former 
is satisfied as fr vanishes along tank center line The interface 
equation is approximately satisfied by a modified Galerkin 
method (the strict Galerkin method is given in [19]), which is 
illustrated in Appendix B In this method, the contact point
condition was imposed on the ahole series, not term by term 
The numerical results shown later substantiate the method used 
The force and moment are obtained by integration of pressure,
not only on the wall, but also on thelintlface sin" the direct sur-
face tension force and moment on the tank is equivalent to those 
on the interface due to pressure, assuming the interface inertia is 
negligible, as well as the interface mass To put results in the 
mechanical model form, the divergence theorem has been most 
useful (with some manipulations) 
Analytical Results 
Free Oaditoa,on,. For free oscillations, the natural mode 4, is 
expanded into a truncated series of the au eigenfuncttons,ulary 
Appendi, is not in order of mention 
An equivalent form was first derived in reference 115) 
10For direct application of the Winslow method (17), we impose the 
simpler normal derivation condition, Zq,/bna = XP,. on F and used 
the aell-known influence coefficient technique to determine the eigen­
vector it, on the intersurface, the eigenvaliue X, 
11Strictly speaking, the boundary conditions are imposed itiWins-
lon method, nhile the solution not proven to satisfy these conditions 
is correct on physical grounds (see Appendlx A) 
m
i, = weao (i 0 ), P, = i'm, cos (il) (12a, b) 
a = 	 2=1 m 
H, = 	 hL Jc 
a = 
c, is the kth eigenvector of the following matrix equation obtained 
by a modified Galerkin method (Appendix B) from integrating 
the nondomensional equation (7b) with 0, = 0 and weighting 
function PdS,2 
ti' m,,] 	 + srIEm,,]{[-P,,J + 
+ AIND1,,,1i - 20[.1,I[c,A = 0, 2,s = I to J- (13)p 
where 
dr 'd8, =sgn(1) 






a,=,,R, 1 ,] (13c) 
'y,, = (f [1 + Ffii dl? d S 
I 
- GiP. dS (ld)
, 
Am" = - ' mjP j dS = 5,, (13e) 
a., pF 
am12 = .b' dS 	 (13f) 
and m = 1 for lateral exciation of a rigid tank 
Forced Os.,llohons Let 
Kmr 'J .22 Jm. 
4 = -wa i, E dk, d ( 
~ - ' * 2f 
(14a, b, c) 
in order to satisfy the interface condition that 
K_. 	 o p xE, dj('i - ) = -2"Po + 621VBAte- 0, [ !2 (15) 
k= 1 	 p a 
W h by the Galerin procedute [19, equation (115 5), p 435] 
kFIaaf1f (-Hj)dS = fFiD(-H,)dS, I = I to K., (16) 
A weighting function of H, was used taking advantage of the 
biorthogonal relation, equation (17) Tins assures the first If,
components of the error as serie in 4, be 7ero dk can he solved 
from equation (16) by matrix inversion There is no need of 
storing information of k',inside the fluid domain as only the force 
and moment are of interest It is noted in the limit [8 and 9] 
f3 Pk(-H)dS = &Z iDL(-H)dS (17)1­
1 The orthogonality property of 1, thus, 4'm,, can be easily proved 
[161 as in the high-G case cos2 (me) in the integraind ire uniformly
omitted as they contribute the same factor, 1/± 
ii This is referred to as beorthogonal relation 





which qau utized in proving that a unique spring-mass system 
ests for both pitching and tiamlation 
Force and Moment The force and moment exerted by a spring-
mnsssystemjFig 2, uithout dampinig were arittenin the follow-
lng fim [20j and remain valid if conhibutions due to diiect sur-
face tension ame included 
z 
X 
Kk W& k ~kZOV
I 
Fig 2 Equivalent mechanical model 
(19)FMr = .- MgO 
2Fit, = XO6&sJF 1 + (20) 





M, 6sf~hOi +--~ h + ( '01T'F ~llh w1h. (21) 
+o ( 23 
) (28)0 Ah


















(26)- -Io = Mh@I, + - - ) (  6)sz0 ) 
2AJf 0 - \Af ,M AlhiMh 0 
The force due to Iiqmd pressure and direct surface tension is 
Fhich= f . x dS (27)1
VJe+F. a 
and the moment due to liquid pressure and direct surface tension 
IS 
fS (28) 
an=- z ) d( 
it can be shown that 
in =k rf - (29) 
where 
f, c,, f a dS (29.) 
cX f (29b)>5de-=k, fdS di
- V L/pa , $k' = $ (- H~dA (29c, d) 
and 
_ 
(30)a M ,) 
where 
I' ai2 clg, (30) 
+ 6 m (30j)i(-

F±W (aa a bn (80") 
and that 
w2 (31a, b) 
In deriving the mechanical model, p. has been set to zero A 
simple modification can be made for small allage density by vig 
PNei =APIN
the effective Bond number instead of the Bond number based on 
the density of the liquid, provided that the dynamic pressure due 
" It is important to note that great simplification in results, uhen
 
reduced to the mechanical model for both translation and pitching, is
 
achieied by consideration of balance of forces acting on the thin inter­
face as a free body The foreeand moment on the tank due todirect 
surface tension must be equal to those acting on the interface by 
liquid pressure These sere not included in reference [151 
15For finite J.., it was found that dr determined by mqtnx in­
version of equation (16) without using biorthogonal relation, xields
 
results in better agreement with Dodge's theory [12] than equation
 
(29b) which is correct in the limit 
1-6 
to ullage motion is neglgible 10 Dodge, F T, I id Garzs, L R , "Experimental and Theorets­
cal Studies of Liquid Sloshing ,t Sinul tied Ian% Gravitins," Technical 
It is noted that to prove the mechanical model for pitchiig Report No 2, Contract No NASS-290,Coltrol No DON 1-6-75­
motion fiequent application of divergence theorem combined with 0ooi0, SwRI Project 02-1846, Southaaest Research Institute, Octdiffeiential psopertes of the auxiliary characteristic functions and 1966, also OFsee JOURNAL AppLiD N.t\ctNiCs, Vol 34, No 3,the coordinate functions x and z were used For brevity, the Tays ASME, Vol 89, Series I, Sept 1967, lid 555-562 
detaisarenotcludedinthis1paper It Dodge,a F T, It, Lou-GravitySlashing en CylindricalnodTGinkrzi,IncludingL "SimulatedEffects of D imping andNumerical Examples The present computer program has been Small Liquid Depth," Proeedings, 1968 Heat Transfer and Fluid
checked out for several examples in Appendix 111. These include M1echances stitule.Stanford University Press. 1968, pp 67-69
cylindrical tanks, spherical tanks, and spheroidal tanks Good 12 Dodge, F T, and Garza, L R. "Simulated Lou-Gravityagreement of first spring-mass with kno theory or experiments , Sloshing in Spherical Tanks and Cylindacal Tanks With InaertedEllipsoidal Bottoms," Technical Report No 6. Contract NASS­was obtained with as few as 11 or 12 interface net points and the 20290, Control No DON 1-6-75-00010, SPPI Project No 02-1846,first seven auxiliary characteristic functions Finer nets may Southwest Research Institute, Feb 19683ield higher accuracies, especially for the higher modes 13 Dodge, F T, and Garia, L R. "Slosh Force, Natural Fre-Macie Time For a 12 X 18 mesh and a 12 X 12 mesthe quency, and Damping of Lou-Gravity Sloshing in Ohl tied Ellipsoidal
CDC-6800 central process time is a little over mesh, Tanks," Technical Report No 7, Contract No NASS-20290, Control2 mi, while for No DON S-75-00043(IF), S,.I Project No 02-1846, Southwest
the 23 X 34 mesh it is about 21 mnn Most of the computing Research Institute, Feb 1969time was expended for the generation of influence coefficients 14 Concus, P, Crane, C E, and Satterlee, H Ar, "Low Gravity
each of which is a Neumann problem However, the influence Lateral Sloshing in Hermspheneally Bottomed Cylindrical Tanks," 
Proceedtnoj, 1968 Heal Transfer and Fluid Afrchancs sInstitute,oeffileet method may be more convenient than the inversion of Stanford University Press, 1968, pp 80-97a iuge matrLx, if not faster No computer running time was 15 Coneus, P, Crane, G E, and Satterlee, H Ni , "Small Amph­
reported in references 14 and 15J, uhich finds natural modes by tude Lateral Sloshing in Spheroidal Containers Under Low Gravity
finite-differences and (partial) matrix inversion Conditions," NASA CR-72500, LAISC-A944673, Lockheed Missiles 
and Space Co, Sunnyvale, Calif, February 4. 1969 
16 Chu, W H, "Low Gravity Liquid Slosling in an Arbitrary 
Asixymlietri Tank Performing Translational Oscillations," Techrn-Cfoncllsion cal Report No 4, Contact No NAS8-20290, Control No DON 1-6-75
 
It acen's that the I esent method 3 ilded a practical way of 00010, SwRI Project No 02-1846, Southaest Research Institute,
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computing the fundamental natinal fiequency, the first slosh 17 Winslow, A ', "Numenc'il Solutions of the Quasiear Poi­rma, and its location Highei naes, and locations are usually son Equationfs in %Nonuniform Tn egulir .Mesh," Journal of

not needed foe design purpoes and can be obtained by using finer CompuatonalPhysIs, Vol 1. No 2, Nov 1966, pp 149-172

meshes and longer machine time A computei program utiazing- 18 Wang, C T, Applied1aBlstuicy, b(Grta-Hill, New York, 1953
triangula meshes and Winslow method 1171 has been success- 19 Sokolnikoff, I S, .lfoieao/al Theory of Elasicsty, 2nd ed
 
fully employed and is expected to be completed in the near future IlcGrnaw-Hill, New York, 1956
20 Abramson, H N, Chu, W H,foe the titled problem Ioaevei, and Ransleben, G E, Jr,the piesent logical diagram "Representation of Fuel Sloshing inCilindrscal Tanks b3 an Equna­
may be limited to a convex axisymmetiic tank for good accuracy lent Mechancal Model," ARS Journal,Dec 1961, pp 1697-1705 
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R, Nar 1967, pip 23-28 Fig 3 Simple logical diagram for tiaongular mesh 
II-7 
4(a) For a sphetoidal tank (c = 0 3) at Bond number 5, a tii-
angular mesh ib shown in Fig 4(b) The lengths of the edge of 
the paiallelogran can be adjusted fbr each individual case to yield 
denied tinangular mehe.s A continuous ;wall need to be 
broken into two parta for the logical diagiam Thi, only affects 
the local distibUtion of the tilangnlaI mesh and hai.hown to 
yield good results fat a spheioidal tank, as iell , a (yndnical 
tank 
Construction of Auxiliary Choracteristic Functioni The chi acteiis-
tic functions 4' satisfy 
V2q, = 0 (32)1 
=0 on l (33) 
XPonEF (34) 
1P can be solved numerically with the constructed triangular 
mesh by Winslow method [17] Contact point is treated as one 
of the mesh points, as are the other boundary points 16 Hence, 
64/2n may be discontinuous at the contact point Zero contact 
02- g,.-100 10 











Fig 4(.) Physical dragram of triancular mesh-cylndcal tank 
angle cannot be constructed graphically but results of decrease 
mesh size give closer and closer approximations to the intet face 
and would probably lead to the correct limiting value 
For an interior joint, s), [' = 4',,, 1P = 4 '(z ), rt riCl,y), 
r = rJ 
L , 
6:n 
I '4(4s -') -' A,,' = 0 (35) 
L= 1 r 
where
 
A,, = area of the c3th dodecagon [171 inside the fluid domain
 
r,, = radius of the r3th point 
wL= (X) cot Oj + XL_.i cot oa . = 1 to 6 (35a)7 
rk= (r,,±+ri +rt.,) X= (35b, c) 
Ok, 0-k, Fig 3, can be expressed in terms of L, uk i, hL-i, Uc-lj
and sa 
For interface point, 
6 
+(a\p l, D2 S + r, = 0 (36) 
X6 = N[ ,== 0, X = X X= = 1 
To solve for the eigenfunctions on the interface, e use the in­
fluence coefficient method in which (4'/bn) = 0 except (54/
 
Z)., = 1 for the yth column of the influence matrix A stan­
dard eigenvalue problem involving only the interface points, e\­
'eluding i I at r = 0, is needed to obtain the eigenvalue X, and 
eigenvectors 1', Knowing the 3th eigenvector on the interface, 
the coiesponding value of 4', on the wall can be easily solved 
numerically again by the method of overrelaxation 
For igth point on the tank wall 
o (4b- 4,) - - A,,,P = 0 (37) 
X3= X4= N, = 0 and X, = = X6 = I on the bottom wall 
X, = Xc = N, = 0 and X, = X. = X, = 1 on the side wall 
On center line, r = 0, 
-- = 0 form > I 
(38)L = 0 for in =0 
br 
X, = X2 = X,= 0 and X4 = A, = = 1 
At contact point z = 1, 3 = 3_ 
206 a4a-'--,,,, ,%6\ fi(oK ) (K)P-)- '2 A,,,+ s, r,, = 0 (39) 
X, =1, A,=X = ,=A 6 =0=A, 
Calculation of Interface Shape A program based on the theory of 
reference [61 was written to generate the interface shape with de­
sired net points for a given empty fraction or central depth and a
 
is This represents conservation of ni-us in the tri ingle coant uning 
contact point E perience shows that the oattct point condition 
should not be imposed on , 
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Fig 4(b) Triangular mash for spheroidal tank at low gravity 
given contact angle This program also calculates contact point dV 27n - 1 
constant r but limits the contact angle to possibly 2 deg oraT, + X'y = 0' X Y 2 r (40) 
greater subject to 
Calculation oFNatural Frequencies, Slosh Masses, and Their Location 
The remaining steps are relatively routine and, therefore, will not y = 0 at Z = 0 (41) 
be described It is, however, lemarked that trapezoidal rule and d, 
midpoint rules weie employed conveniently in evaluating the in-I = r, at x = 1 (42) 
tegrals For some quantities, quadratic fittings were mode, 
such as dF/dR, before enteimg the quadiature foimulas We shall select a complete set in (0, 1) which satisfies y = Oat 
x = 0 but y Ps 0 ats = 1 To bespecific, we expess 
APPENDIX B y- C.in (Xx) (43) 
A Modified Galerkin Method where 
In the Galeikin method, it is generally assumed [191 that each 2m - I 
of the cooidmnate functions of a complete set satisfies the same X 2 
boundary conditions as the exact solution This condition seems 
to be a sufficient condition lathe than a necessary condition Then, the modified Galerkin procedm e minimizes the error of the 
since the series expansion as a whole may satisfy the presctibed differential equation as follows 
conditions, not necessarily term by term Since the solution, if I 
contimous, can be expanded into a conveigent series containing 0 = in (Xd) Y+ My d. 
the complete set, the failure of the error minimization process, "0 
if it occurs, must lie in the insuffieunt differentiabilty of thedy [ ds 
sseries Therefore, the present method i, applied to a second- = n (X.z) --/ - f co,t  (X dx 
order ordinary differential equation perform, integration by part, [ dxJ, S0 (Ix 
then imposes the remaining boundary conditionit as illustrated 
by the following example + X'y sin (Xx)dx = (- l)-'r, 
Let y be governed by the simple equation 
13This may be a new technique to satisfy the boundary condition XXX. . cos (Xx) co (Xx)dxr 
or conditions However, a general proof and extension remain to 0 .=I 
be done = 
11-9 
+ X2 C- sin (Xx) sin (Xmx)dx ­
1 c-ir 1 - C., n = 1, 2, (44) 
Thus dsF C B 
C. 2 1)-i (45) 
The exact solution of the problem is h(st) h],(s,t) TANK WALL 
r sin (Xx) = C.' sm (Xn.) (46) 
dSF -dsW COS eC - hI11Cot eC 
It is easy to show that the Fourier coefficient C.' of the exact h]I 
solution is equal to C, thus the modified Galerkin method yields dsw='s-ijr 
the exact solution in the limit 
The inte of convergence of the foregoing example (r, O) s Fig 5 Geomelry for conta pont condition 
on13 1/n2 near the end, x = 1 This could be expected as dyldx 
is /eo term by term ahile ixith infinite terms converge to ri as 01r1 + [ dsin (51)
l
a whole ihen x - 1 Equation (13) in the text is analogously = + L-(1 + zr)/i jw, i 
deirved, however, the rate of convergence might be better as illus­
tinted by results in Appendix III.It should be pointed out that where 
at the high Bond numbers, each auxiliary characteristic function dz 
isa noi meal mode and, as Bond number decreases, more character- E,= sgn )-I 
ritic functions are required to represent each mode Only by \Wr) 
actual computation tsone to find out how many of them are suf- We shall assume constant contact angle independent of time t, 
ficient foi engineering purposes ie 
0, = Ow1 - 0. = On, - 0i = const (52) 
APPENDIXC
 
= : 's = 6Constant Contact Angle Condition then, with dSw - dS, dSqv cob 0,, Fig 
For small perturbed motions at the instantaneous contact 
point, Part 2, Fig 5. f.,ei o bh za 5 ci h 
___-- ens + - 0co6, atIl 
b i ' 02 = 01+ j3 (47) [1 +fij1: sin, - 1 + 21?21 sin 0­
(53)
 
:. + 6 dSF + (48) ie, 
st ssr), --= yh (54) 
= sgn (dr) one has whereWith tan 0 = = 
r + )+( f,,eif 




(c iFor a convex tank with convex inteiface1 + I+,)/1 (6 
Similarly, at the instantaneous contact point 2, S, c lIi 







A. Flat 	Interface with High Bond Number in a Cylindrical Tank 
NB 	= 1000, - = 2.34, a = 0. 68 with r' = 0, a 12 18 mesh yielded 
a 
Wa 
- 1. 85 compared with 1. 	847 from exact theory (Ref. 1 of Appen­
g 
dix B). 





z I = -0. 729 in. compared with -0. 724 in. from high-G theory (Ref. 19 
of Appendix B). 
B. 	 Flit Interface with Low Bond Number in a Cylindrical Tank NB = 10, 
col2ho 
-a = 2. 34, a = 0.68 with F= 0, lZ X 18 mesh yielded- = 2. 15 com­g 
pared with Z. 46 from exact theory. A finer mesh is required for 
better agreement. 
C. Curved Interface with Low Bond Number NB = 100, 234,Z 
2 a 
a = 0. 68, 0 c = Z yielded -= 1.860, -- = 0.442, z1 -0. 7Z4 in. 
Zg pa 
3 
compared with theoretical value of - = 1. 777, m 3 = 0.438,la pa 
z = -0.73 in. (Ref. 12 of Appendix B). It is noted that experimental 
g 
6
value of- for c = 00 is around 1.78 to 1. 80. Finer net may lead 
to better approximation. 
D. 	 Spherical Tank with Flat Interface NB = 1000, L- = 1, a = 1 with r = 0, 
w~ja a 






E. 	 Spherical Tank with "Folding" Interface NB = 10, - 1. 14T, a = 1,2 a 
Oc = 4.960 (F = -65. 788), 1Z X IZ mesh yield- g = 1.469, p -in 0.604, 
z = -0. 742 in. compared with Lockheed result (Ref. 16 of Appendix B) 
of a 
50) . of- = 1. 507 (for 6c = The first slosh mass is much larger than 
g 
that of 	Lockheed, probably due to the inclusion of force directly 
attributed to surface tension in the present theory which yielded con­
firmed results for cylindrical tanks (Case 3). The value of z, would 
be the location of the center of the sphere if the contribution due to 
direct surface tension [i.e., the integral over F in Eq. (30b)] is 
neglected.
 
F. 	 Spheroidal tank with Folding Interface Ellipticity e = 0. 5, major axis 




-a-= 0.4999, Oc= 5.06, (F= -38. 430, VL = 1. 35).t IZ X 9 mesh 
a c m 
(non-uniform on free surface) yielded"=l1.114", 1=0.58Z, g 'PVL 
z I = -0. 5841 compared with Lockheed result of -1 = 0. 966. It is 
noted that the value of z1 puts the first mass under the tank bottom 
which should be examined by future experiments when available. 
tCalculated for 3/4-full tank.
 
$For 0 c = 5.06' the Fused in ASME paper APM-EEE was in error and the
 
correct value is given here as are the results.
 
iza m
ttWith 	Z3 X 17 mesh, - = 1.079, 736, zI = -0.4644; and053,zI=-.64 
a 	 V L 
WZa 	 coa 
- 15.03 while Lockheed's result for - is 13. 26. It is uncertain which 
g g
results are more accurate. The value of F has not been given by Lockheed 




















































































96 FORMAT (26HITRIANGULAR MESH GENERATOR/,1X,12A6/,
 
117H LOGICAL MESH IS ,I5,3H X ,15/932H MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
 
2 IS,15/,40H RELAXATION FOR LINEAR APPROXIMATION IS ,F7.3/,
 
353H INITIAL RELAXATION FACTOR FOR NONLINEAR SOLUTION IS 9F7.3/,
 


























































































































































IF(MOST .EQ. 20) PRINT 4109IRS
 














201 FORMAT(51HlIPROCESS DID NOT CONVERGE FOR INITIAL APPROXIMATION/,
 
IIOH EPS-X IS ,E1S.7,12H EPS-Y IS ,ElS.7//t41H X AND Y VALUES ARE
 




















203 FORMAT (S8H1PROCESS CONVERGED FOR INITIAL APPROXIMATION ON ITERATI
 


































































































































IF (ABS(SUMC) - 1.OE-10) 120,120,111
























































































20 FORMAT (43INONLINEAR SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE AFTER ,I5,11H ITER
 
IAIIONS/,1OH EPS-X IS ,E15.7,12H EPS-Y IS ,E15.7/,34H X AND Y ARE
 




















205 FORMAT (42HINONLINEAR SOLUTION CONVERGED ON ITERATION,15/,
 
134H X AND Y ARE PRINTED BELOW BY ROWS/)
 


















3006 READ (LUN) ((X(IJ),Y(IJ),I=1,M),J=1,N)
 















































































307 	IF (I-li 308v309,309
 
30ci 	 XI(4)=A(I+1 J) 
YT(4)=Y(I+I,J)
 












3'13 IF (I-I) 316,316,314
 






316 IF (I-M) 317.319,319
 


















































































































341 IF ( J .EQ. 1) SS(3)=O.O
 


















































































































































3009 READ (LUN) (F(JII),J=1,NM1)
 











































































































































































































































































































4003 FORMAT(13HOBOND NUMBER ,E15.8, 7H ZCG ,E15.8, 9H VOLUME ,EIS.8
 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































475 FORMAT(25HO SIF-MOMENT OF INERTIA =9ELS.8/
 
1 25HO STO-MOMENT OF INERTIA =,E15.8/
 





























IF(ABS((YT(3)-YT(2))/(R(3)-R(2))).GT.1.0) GO TO 30
 



























































































































































































IF(IL *EQ. 1) PRINT 200,KITEPSCX
 
IF(IL *EQ. 2) PRINT 204,KITEPSCX
 
200 FORMAT (*1SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE FOR INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS*/,
 
1 * AFTER **159* ITERATIONS EPSCX: *,E15.7)
 
204 FORMAT(*1SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE FOR EIGENVECTOR ON SURFACE*/,
 
I * AFTER *,I,* ITERATIONS EPSCX= *,E15.8)
 










140 IF(IL .EQ. 1) PRINT 203,KIT
 
IF(IL .EQ. 2) PRINT 205;KIT
 
203 FORMAT (* INFLUENCE COEF. SOL. CONVERGED AFTER ITERATION*,I5)
 










C SUBROUTINE FOR GENERATING THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS
 
C OF A REAL SYMMETRIC OR NON-SYMMETRIC MATRIX.
 
C THIS PROGRAM GENERATES THE EIGENVALUE MATRIX(REAL OR COMPLEX),
 
C AND AS OPTIONS, THE EIGENVECTOR MATRIX AND ITS INVERSE.
 
C THE CALL FOR THIS SUBROUTINE IS AS FOLLOWS,
 
C CALL EIGEN (NB,TITMAXIT,NDECNIOPT,N2OPTNDIM)
 
C WHERE N IS THE ORDER OF THE MATRIX
 
C B IS THE MATRIX WHOSE EIGENVALUES ARE DESIRED
 
C TI IS THE INVERSE OF THE EIGENVECTOR MATRIX
 
C T IS THE EIGENVECTOR MATRIX
 
C MAXIT IS MAX NO. OF ITERATIONS FOR GENERATING EIGENVALUES
 
C NDEC IS THE NUMBER OF TIMES RESULT IS REFINED
 
C NIOPT IS 1 IF OPTION =1 IS DESIRED, OTHERWISE 0.
 
C OPTION =1 PROVIDES FOR GENERATING THE EIGENVECTOR MATRIX INVERSE
 
C N2OPT IS 1 IF OPTION =2 IS DESIRED, OTHERWISE 0.
 
C OPTION =2 PROVIDES FOR GENERATING THE EIGENVECTOR MATRIX
 
C NDIM IS DIMENSIONED NO. OF ROWS OF MATRIX (B)
 
C THE ORGINAL MATRIX B IS LOST DURING THE COMPUTATIONS AND IS
 










































1002 TI(IJ) = 0.
 
1003 TI(II) = 1.0
 












1012 T(IJ) = 0.
 






























































































16 	BR = B(KI) 
17 8Q = B(IM)
 


































































































55 DO 59 J=!lN
 
KJ = (J-1)*NDIM+K 
MJ = (J-I)*NOIM+M 
56 BO = B(KJ)
 
57 BR = B(MJ)
 
58 B(KJ) = C1*BO4S1*BR
 
59 B(MJ) = Sg*8O+C2*BR
 






61 	BO = B(JK)
 
62 BR = B(JM)
 
65 B(JK) = BO*C2-BR*S2
 




1071 DO 1072 J=1,N
 
KJ = (J-I)*NDIM+K 
MJ = (J-1)*NDIM+M 
BQ = TI(KJ) 
BS = TI(MJ) 
TI(KJ) = CI*BQ+SI*BS 
1072 TI(MJ) = S2*BQ+C2*BS 
1075 IF(N20PT)98,98,1076 
1076 DO 1077 J=,N 
JK = (K-I)*NDIM+J 
JM = (M-1)*NDIM+J 
BO = T(JK) 
BR = T(JM) 
T(JK) = BO*C2-BR*S2 













































2 FORMAT (IHO, 4X, 6( 6X, 7HCOLUMN 114 ) //
 























































































709-16065 SUBROUTINE MATINV - MATRIX INVERSION ROUTINE 
 MATINO03 
MATINO04 
A = ARRAY NAME OF MATRIX MATINO05 
IROW = DIMENSIONED AT N l OR GREATER 
 MATINO06
 
ICOL = DIMENSIONED AT N OR GREATER 
 MATINO07 
N = NUMBER OF EQUATIONS MATINO08 
NOIM = VALUE OF I IN DIMENSION A(I,J) , I AND J MAY DIFFER MATINO09 
SMLST = SMALLEST LEADING ELEMENT ALLOWED BEFORE CALLING THE MATINOIO 




























DO 15 I=ITERN 
 MATIN022
 



























PRINT 200, ITERSMLST 
 MATIN032
 
200 FORMAT (7HOON THEI3,63HTH ITERATION ALL THE REMAINING TERMS WERE LMATIN033
 





25 IF (MAXR-ITER) 30,40,30 
 MATIN036
 



























40 IF (MAXC-1) 45,55,45 
 MATIN046
 




















































DO 75 I=IN 

























00 100 I=IN 

00 80 J=IN 





85 IF (I-J) 90,100,90 

















DO 125 I=1,N 

00 105 J=1,N 





110 IF (I-J) 115,125,115 


















































































































C INPUT DATA 
TEST CASE 10C SPHERICAL TANK 3/4 FULL BOND NUMBER = 10 
12 12 200 0 1.8 1.3 .000001 1.0 10. 
0.0 0.0 .1216 .0047 .2438 .0194 .3665 .0464 
.4874 .0895 .6008 .1535 .6960 .2429 .7319 .2978 
.7564 .3594 .7657 .4274 .7527 .5024 .7209 .5576 
.768 .510 .825 .436 .884 .339 .933 .233 
.970 .108 .995 -.037 .999 -. 181 .977 -.341 
.925 -. 510 .855 -.647 
0.0 -1.131 .094 -1.126 .180 -1.113 .264 -1.093 
.343 -1.070 .422 -1.036 .500 -0.997 .572 -0.949 
.640 -0.898 .695 -0.845 .735 -0.805 .765 -0.774 
0.0 -. 056 0.0 -. 116 0.0 -. 181 0.0 -. 273 
0.0 -. 369 0.0 -.484 0.0 -. 581 0.0 -. 702 
0.0 -. 821 0.0 -.976 
1.0 -65.788 5.0 





TEST CASE 11 SPHEROIDAL TANK 3/8 FULL BOND NUMbER 5
 
g 12 200 n 1,8 1.3 .000001 1.C 5, 
0,0 0.0 .164 ,008 .325 ,032 .46 ,075 
,633 ,140 ,768 .231 .827 .287 .8/7 .351 
,917 ,422 .942 ,500 .951 .581 .939 .663 
,964 ,6o0 ,98ri ,540 .9941 ,454 1,uo .367 
,994 ,280 ,98n .194 ,954 .11U 
0,0 -.499 .151 -.489 .301 -.460 *447 -.407 
.588 -.333 .718 -. 235 .750 -. 2o1 .800 -.j54 
,833 -,114 .865 -. 070 .900 -. 015 ,923 .03i 
0,0 -,06 0.0 -.12 0.0 -,18 0,0 -.24 
0,0 -,30 0,0 -,36 0. -,42 
1 O f 0-16,12 5,0 










C 	 PRCJECT 02-1846-n2 SSHOo200
 
C 	 A L G U S T 1 9 6 9 SSHO0300
 
C 	 *LOW GRAVITY LIQUID-VAPOR INTERFACF SHAPES IN SSH00400 
C AXISYMMETRIC CONTAINERS * 	 SSHO0500
 
0 	 C C C 6 6 n n F O R T R A N SSH00600 
DI1 ENSIJO Y(1O),F(10) SSHO0700 
DIVENSION XOR(20n0),ZOR(2000), YBX(200),Y8L(2O0) SSHO0800 
DIPENSION TBOX( 2 ),TBANG(2),ANS(3),ARG( 3 ) SSH00900 
DIlENSION XYB(20n),XRB(200),XY(20OO),XIU200O) SSH01000 




TYPE REAL KAKUSV,KUP,K2FK2u SSH01300
 
COKI = 1,7 4 53292 5 E-02 SSH01430
 
CON2 = 57,2957795 SSH01500
 
PI 2 3,14159265 SSH01600
 
NTAPEI = 5 SSH01610
 
NTAPEO = 6 SSH01620
 
C*****R E A D C 0 N T A I N E R C 0 0 R U I h A T E S SSHO17JO
 
20nO READ (NTAPEI,50n) NP SSH01800
 
5nO FORMAT ( 215 ) SSH01900
 
READ (NTAPEI,20n) (YBX(I),I=,NP) SSH02200
 
'200 FORMAT ( 8F10,0 ) SSH02300
 
READ (TAPEI,2On) (YBZ(I),I=INP) SSH02400
 
C*****C,O N T A I N E R V 0 L U M b SSH02500
 
NPI = NP-1 SSH02600
 
VT z 0, SSH02700
 
DO 95 I1l,NP1 SSH02800
 




VT = Pr*vT -SSH03100
 
20 READ (NTAPEI, 20n) ALPHAKO,YOBNBETADKODBCDYO SSH03200
 
READ (NTAPEI2On) THETADTHkTA,RLGTH SSH03300
 
C*****N'U M B E R 0 F E 0 U A T 1 0 N S S5H03400
 
READ (NTAPEI,50n) N,IBOPT SSH03500
 
READ (NTAPEI,50n) NN(1),NN(2) SSH03600
 
DO 94 I=iNP SSH03700
 
YBX(I) = YBX(I)/RLGTH SSH03800
 








TPRINT = 2. SSH04300
 
IPRINT =((TPRINT DTHETA/iO,)/DTHETA) SSH04400
 
KnSV = KO SSHO4500
 
DKOSV = DKO SSH04600
 
DKO = 4,*DKn SSH04700
 
YBX1 = YBX(1) SSH04800
 
YBZI = YBZ(1) SSH04900
 
II m 0 SSH05000
 
JJ = 0 SSH05100
 
JK = 0 SSH05200
 
TBEX(2) = Kn SSH05300
 
lOnO 	NT z 0 SSH05400 
Y(l) a Yo SSH05500 
Y(2) = 0, SSH05600 
X = THETA*CONI SSH05700 




3n0 FORMAT (22HI I N P U T D A T A) SSH06000
 
WRITE (NTAPEO,3n5) ALPHA.K0,Y0,BN SSH06100
 
3n5 FORMAT (9HOALPHA = E15,8,6H (DEG),4X,5HKO ,EI5,S86X,SHYo , SSH06200 
V-3 
1 E15.8,4X,5H8N c ,E5.8) SSH06300
 
WRITE (NTAPEO,3 10) SSH06400
 
310 FORMAT (IHOSXSHTHETA,10X,3PXOR,12X,3IZOR,12x, 4Hy(1),12X,4HY(2)/)SSP06500
 
XOR(1) = 0. SSH06600
 
ZOP(l) = YO SSHO67O0
 




VUl = O, SSH07000
 
ICCUNI = I SSH07100
 
K = 1 SSH07200
 
IJK = 2 SSH07300
 
Do 35 1=2,Np SSH07400
 
75 F(l) = Y(2) SSH07500
 
IF ( X,EO,O, ) 125..30 SSH07600
 
125 F(2) = y0*(1,-Kn) SSH07700
 




TERM = YC1)**2+Y(2)**2 SSH08000
 
IF C TERF-IEO+60 ) 151,132,132 SSH08100
 
132 XDEG = X*CoN2 SSHo8200 
WRITE (NTAPEO,315) XDEGY(1),Y(2),F(1),F(2) SSH08300 
IF C JJfEQn ) 777&778 SSH08400 
777 Kn KO-DKOSV SSHo8500 
GO TO 1000 SSHOS600 
778 CONTINUE SSH08700 
GO TO 74 SSH08800 
131 CONTINUE SSH08900 
F(2) : ((2,*Y(j)**2*3t*Y(2)**2)/Y(i))-(C (2)/Y(1)**2)*(I / SSH09000 
I TAN(X))*(y(1)**2*Y(2)**2)+(I,/y(l))*(BNw(Y(1)*COS(X)-YO)- SSH09100 
2 (C2,*Kn)/Yn))*(SORT(Y(1)** +Y(2)**2))**3 SSHo9200 
135 CONTINUE SSH09300 
S RKLDEQ ( N, Y, F, X, H, NT ) SSH09400 
IF C SI,0 ) 105,75,110 SSN09500 
±05 STCP SSH09600 
IlO TERMI = SIN(X) SSHo700 
TERM2 = COS(X) SSH09800 
XDEG = X*CON2 SSH09900 
TERM = YZ(I-I)-YBZ(1) SSH10000 
IF ( TERM,EQ,n,) 465 ,470 SSH1O100 
465 R z ,OE+iOfI SSH10200 
GO TO 475 SSH10300 
470 R = (YBXCI)-YBX(I-1))/TERM SSHI400 
475 CONTINUE SSHiO5OO 
YX = (YBX(I-1)+R*YBZ(1-1))/(TERMI+R*TERM2 ) SSH10600 
YBx2 : YBX(I) SSH10700 
Y8Z2 : YBZ(I) SSHXO800 
YZ SORT(YBX(I)**2+YdZ(1)**2) SSH09OO 
K K+I SSH1O00 
XOR(K) = Y()*TERMI SSH11100 
ZORCK) = Y(1)*TERM2 SSH11200 
VUI VUI+,5*(XOR(K-I)*w2 XOR(K)**2)*(ZOR(K-I)-ZOR(K))*PL SsHll300 
IF C YZIO.n, ) 111,j13 SSH11400 
111 THETAS z 90,*CON1 SSH11500 
GO TO 112 SSH11600 
113 THETAB = ASIN(YBX(1)/YZ) SSH11700 
112 CONTINuE SSH11800 
IF C Y(1l-YX ) 40,45,45 SSH11900 
40 CONTINUE SSH12000 
IF ( XDEG-9n, ) 5 n,74D7 4 SSH12100 
50 CONTINUE SSH12200 
IF ( ICOUNT-IPRINT ) 115,120m1t SSH12300 
115 ICOUNT = ICOUNT+1 SSH12400 
v-4 




WRITE (NTAPEO,315 ) XDEG,XOR(K),LOR(K),Y(1),Y(?) SSHl2800
 




117 IF ( X-THETAB ) 116,118,118 SS13200
 
116 	YBXI = YBX2 SSH13300
 
YBZ1 = YvZ2 ssH13400
 
GO TO 75 SSH1350
 
118 ISAVE = I SSH13600
 
GO TO 35 SSH13700
 
45 GAMMA =(ATAN2(Y(2)*SIN(X)+Y(1)*GOS(X),Y(1)*SIN(X)-Y( 2 )*CU5(X)))* SSH13800
 
I CCN2 SSH13900 
IF ( ABS(GAMMA)-n, ) 46,46,74 SSH14000 
46 CONTINUE SSH14100 
ARGI z -(YBX(1)-YBX(I-i)) SSH14200 
ARG2 = -(YBZ(I)-YBZ(I-1)) SSH14300 
IF C AES(ARG2).LE,(1,OE-08)) 47,48 SSH14400 
47 PHI 90, SSH14500 
GO TO 49 5SH14600 
48 PHI = ATAN2(ARGIARG2)*0ON 2 5SH14700 
49 ANGIE = GAMMA.PHI SSH14800 
WRITE (NTAPEO,315) XDEGXOR(K),ZOR(K),Y() ,Y(2) SSH14900 
WRITE (NTAPEO,320) GAMMA,PHI,ANGLE,YeKO SSH15000 
320 FORMAT (10Hn GAMMA = E15.8,8H PHI 2 ,Et5.8,1OH ALPHA *E15,8, SSH15100 
1 H YOa ,E1S,8,7H KO ,E15,8 sS145200 
IF C ABS(ANGLE-ALPHA)-,b ) 55,55,6n SSH15300 
55 VU2 = SSH15400 
JJ = O SSH15500
 
JK a 0 SSH15600
 
TBDX(2) m KnSV SSH15700
 
YBXSV = YBX(ISAVE-i) SSH15800
 
YBZSV = YBZ(ISAVE-1) SSH15900
 
YBX(ISAVE-1) = XOR(K) SS16000
 
YBZ(ISAVE-l) = ZOR(K) SSH16100
 
IJ a ISAVE-± SSH16200
 
DO 100 JIJ,NP1 SSH16300
 




YBX(ISAVE-1) = YBXSV SSH16600
 
YBZ(ISAVE-1) = YBZSV SSH16700
 
VUl = VUI*RLGTH**3 SSH16800
 
VU2 = VU2*RLGTH**3 SSH16900
 
VU = VUJVU2 S5H17000
 
VL c VTsVU SSH17100
 
BETA = VU/VT SSH17200
 
WRITE (NTAPEO,325) vulVu2,VLVLVTBETA SSH17300
 
325'FORMAT (8HO VUl = E15,8,H VU2 = PE15,8,7H VU = ,E1519 8 SSH17400
 
1 7H VL ,E15,8#7H VT ,EI5,8//9H BETA ,15,8) SSH17500
 
BB = BETAD-BETA SSH17600
 
IF C IBOPT.EQ,O ) GO TO 145 SSH17700
 


















GO TO 1000 SSH18700
 




160 	11 c II1 SSH1B900
 
ANS(2) = yo SSH19000
 
ARGC2) = BETA SSH19100
 
YA = YO*DYO SSH19200
 
Kf = KoSV 	 SSH19 3 00
 
SSH19 4 00
DKO 	= DKOSV 

GO TO 1000 SSH19500
 
165 IF C I1.2 ) 175p170,175 SSH19600
 
170 ANS( 3 ) YO SSH19700
 
II = 11*1 
 SSH19BOO
 
175 ARG3) BETA SSH19900
 
IF ( ARG(i)-ARG(3 ) ) 405,400,400 SSH 2 0000
 
400 AT z ARG(1) SSH20100
 
ARG() = ARG(3) SSH2o200
 
ARG( 3 ) = AT SSH20300
 




ANS(3) = TS SSH20600
 
405 	IF CARG(C)-ARG(2) ) 415,410,410 SSH20700
 
410 	PP ARG(1) SSH20800
 
ARG(l) = ARG(2) SSH20900
 
ARG(2) = pp SSH21000
 
TS = ANS(i) SSH21100
 
SSH 212 00
ANS(1) 9 ANS( 2 ) 

ANS(2) = TS SSH21300
 




ARG(2) = ARG(3) SSH21600
 
ARG3) = ST SSH21700
 
TS a ANS(2) SSH21800
 
ANS(2) ANS(3) SSH219 00
 




IF ( ETAD-ARG(1) ) 435t430,430 SSH22200
 
430 IF ( BETAD-ARG(3) ) 440,445,445 SSH22300
 
44o IF ( BETAD-ARG(2) ) 450,455,455 sSH22400
 




GO TO 460 
 SSH22700
 




GO TO 460 SSH23000
 





GO TO 460 







WRITE (NTAPEOp70) ANSE S$H23700
 
7no FORMAT (20Hn EXTRAPOLATED YO ,EJ5,8) SSH23800
 
Yn F ANSE 
 SSH23900
 
ARG(±) z ARG(2) SSH24000
 
SH24100





ANS(2) = ANS(3) SSH24300
 
SSH24400












5(1) = 0, SH24900
 
'SSV(1) = S(1) SSH25000
 
v-6 
N5 = K-1 SSH25100
 
CO I L=2,NS SSM25200
 
DELX = (XOR(L+1),XOR(L))*RLGTk SSH25300
 
DELY = (ZOR(L)-ZOR(L ))*RLT- SSH25400
 
EELS = SCRT(IELX*.2+OELY**2) SSH2 5 5 oo
 




Do 5 J121,2 SSH25800
 






SI S(NS)/NNI 	 SSH26200
 
G(1) z 0, SSH26300
 
RS(1) = 1, SSH26400
 
00 2 L:2,NNI SSH26500
 
DO 3 J=:1NS SSH26600
 
IF (S(J)-SI*(L-1)) 3,4,4 SSH26700
 
4 SSV(L) = S(J) SSH26800
 
Hi F S(Jlj)-S(J) SSH26900
 




APO = -(H2**2eH1**2)/JEN SSH27200
 
API = H2**2/DEN SsH27300
 
AP2 = -(H1**2)/UEN SSH27400
 
APPO = 2,/(HI*H2) 	 SSH27500
 
APPI = (2,*H2)/DEN SH27600
 
APp2 = (2,*Hl)/DEN SSH27700
 
RX(L) = XOR(,)*RLGTH SSH27800
 








ZRSS =(APP2*(YO-ZOR(J+1))+APPO*(YO-ZOR(J))+APP1*(Y-ZORJJ-1)))* - 55H2530Q 
I RLGTH SSH28400 
CKAP2 = ZPS/jXOR(J)*RLGTH) SSH28500 
CKAPI = RPS*ZPSS-ZPS*RPSS S3H28600 
G(L) = CKAP2**2+CKAP1**2 SSH28700 
RS(L) c RPS SSH28800 
GO TO 2 SSH28900 
,3 CONTINUE SSH29000 
2 CONTINUE SSH2900
 
SSV(NM) = S(NS) S8S29200
 
G(NM) = G(NNI) SSH29300
 
RS(NM) = RS(NN1) S51429400
 
RX(NM) = XOR(K)*RLGTH SSH29500
 






WRITE (NTAPEC,319) (tG(1)RS(I),SSV1)RX(I)iiNM) SSH29900
 






YBx(ISAVE-1) = YBXSV SSH303oo
 
YBZCISAVE-1) = YSZSV 55H3040O
 
DO 605 J=i.NP SSH39500
 






XKFC1) z XOR(K-,) SSH30900
 
XKFc2) c XOR(K-1) SSH31000
 










CALL SFIT (YR,XK3,XK,YR2,XKiZKF) SSH31500
 
SSH316O
K2F = ABS(XK ? 

FRR2 = K2F*(C, YR2**2)**(1,5) SSH 3 1700
 
XKB(1) = YBX(I-1) SSH31800
 
XKB(2) = XOR(K) SSH31900
 
XK2(3) = YBX(I) SSH32000
 
SSH32100






CALL SFIT (YR,XK 3 ,XKYR2PXKUZKB) SSH32400
 
SSH32500
K2B = ABS(XK ) 

ZRR2 z K28*(I, YR2**2)**(It5 )  SSH326oo
 
CGAM = (1,/SIN(ANGLE*CON1))( K28,COS(ANGLE*CON1)* K2F) SSH32700
 
WRITE (NTAPEO,8f 5 ) K2FFRR2,K2P,ZRR2,CGAM SSH32800
 8n5 	FORMAT (9HO O2F = E15,8,9H FHR2 = E!5.8//7H K28 = O SSH32900
 
1 9F ZRR2 = ,E15,8//8H UGAM ,Eb,8) 	 SSH33000
 
SSH33100
DO 606 J=1,K 

SSH33200








Yn z YO*RLGTH 

WRITE (NTAPEO,318) YO SSH33600
 
318 	FORMAT (7HO Yn = E15,B) SSH33700
 
WRITE (NTAPEO,3 3 5 ) S5H33800
 
335 	FORMAT (aHI,9X,3HXRB,17X,3HXYB/) SSH33900
 
WRITE (NTAPEO,317) (XRB(J),XYBCJ),J=:,NP) SSH34ooo
 
SSH34100
317 	FORMAT ( 2E20,8 

SSH34200
SUP1 = 0, 

SSH34300
DO 610 J=2,K 







SUM 2 = 0o 

IJ = ISAVE 
 SSH34700
 
XRBSV = XRB(IJ) 	 SSH34800
 
SSH34900
XYBSV = XYB(IJ) 

SSH35000
XRS(IJ) = XOR(K)*RLGTH 
XY(IJ) = (YO-ZOR(K))*RLGTH SSH35100 
DO 615 J=IJ,NP1 ssH35200 






BZCGU = (p!*(SUMI+SUM2))/VT SSH35600
 
SH35700
XYB(IJ) = XYBSV 

SSH35800
XRB(IJ) = XRBSV 

SSH35900
SUPI = O1 

DO 620 J=tINP1 
 SSH36000
 














WRITE (NTAPEOSnO) ZCGT#BZCGL,ZCG SSH36600
 
80O FORMAT (9Ho ZCGT 
GO TO 2000 
,ElSq8,10H BZCGU ,EJ5,b, H ZOG *E15,8) SSH367o0 
SSH36800 
60 CONTINUE SSH36900 
IF ( ANGLE-ALPHA ) 74,65,71 
71 IF ( JJni ) 72j73,72 









GO 	TO 70 SSH37500
 




IF C JK ) 76,76P77 SSH37800
 
77 Kn ,5*(KOP+TBDX(2)) SSH37900
 
GO TO 1000 SSH 38000
 










GO TO 1000 SSH38600
 
65 DKO DKO/4, SSH38700
 
Kfl KO - DKO SSH38800
 
GO TO 1000 SSH38900
 
70 DKO DKO/41 SSH39000
 
Kn KO + DKO SSH39100
 
GO TO 1000 SSH 3 9200
 




jK z1 SSH 3 950o
 







FUNCTION RKLDEO(N,Y,F,X,HN1) RKLDQ 1
 
C D2 UCSE RKLDEQ RUNGE-KUTTA-GILL LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION bOLVER F-63 x
 
C D2 UCSD RKLDEQ F 63
 
C VODIFIED MAY 1963 (Q REMOVhU FROM CALLING SbLUNCE)
 
C TEST OF ALGOL ALGORITHM
 
DIPENSION Y(ln),F(1O),G(1O) RKLDO 2
 
C REAL X,H--INTEGER N,NT--COMMENT--bEGIN INTEGLR I,JL-REAL A
 
NT=NT + RKLDQ 3
 
GO TO (1,2, 3 ,4 ),NT RKLD 4
 
C GO TO S(NT)
 
I DO 11 J=I, RKDO 5
 






GO TO 5 RKLDQ 9
 
2 A:,29289321881 RKLDQ 10
 
GO TO 5 RKLDQ ±l
 
3 A=1,7071067812 RKLDQ 12




4 Do 41 1:1,N RKLDQ 15
 






GO TO 6 RKLDQ 19
 























IF(ABS((YT(3)-YT(2))/(R(3)-R(2))),GT.I.0) GO TO 30
 









































































C I N P U T U A T A 



























































0, 4 5 5 
0,385 0,321 0,2o4 0.212 n.166 b,125 0,U92 0.064 
f,039 -i,92 L010 G,0o2 1), 
5, ,5a 5, tlt25 CU.005 0.5 
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